Bangkok quiet after military coup d'etat

Thai troops sound strategic points in the city. The people and the Civil Service have heeded the new ruling body's orders to carry on as usual, and this evening Bangkok's streets were crowded with shoppers and strollers in the unusually cool weather that Southeast Asia has enjoyed for the past two days.

Field Marshal Thanom Kittikachorn (c) reports that Thailand's first day under martial law is quiet.

There have been no arrests connected with the coup. A group of intellectuals from Bangkok's Literary and Journalistic World expressed dismay today over the coup which ended three years of constitutional democracy under Thaialnd's young king but they recognized that few others shared their dismay.

"The people are greeting the whole thing with a big yawn," a student said. "They are bored with the whole thing."

Thanom, who had been Premier since 1960, has not publicly specified the dangers which prompted him to stage his power grab. But it is known here that he and his close military associates have been dismayed at demands from pro-democratic members of their own party for more public works money appropriations in the Parliament, at the expense of military allocations.

But privately some members of the mission staff conceded that the coup would further embarrass Washington's efforts to oppose Communism in Asia with viable democracies.

They noted that the coup comes within a month of an almost identical dissolution of the Cambodian Parliament and Constitution by Prime Minister Lon Nol in Phnom Penh, as well as not long after South Vietnam President Nguyen Van Thieu's unopposed Presidential referendum.

Since United States aid to Thailand was begun in 1946, the U.S. has spent over $700 million here in military assistance and $472.8 million in economic aid.

---

Faculty views varied on pullout

by Mike Bausen

Faculty reaction to the president's announced troop withdrawal ranged from cautious approval to fears that the move would overshadow continuing deaths and suffering in the war.

The President's office announced on the 15th that Gen. Abrams would be "tentatively" instructed to reduce his force by 100,000 to 150,000 men by next June 30th. This would reduce the American forces in South Vietnam to approximately 50,000 men.

Professor Gerhard Niemeyer remarked that the move simply followed long announced plans and needed no particular comment. He observed that troop pullout was necessary since the country cannot continue in a war "without any possible prospect of winning and without even the permission to win on the part of the Congress." He added, "They (the President and Secretary of Defense) have to take it out of us with as much honor as we can garner from the occasion."

"If he told the move was justified, Professor Niemeyer replied, "My own is: 'Yes, that is ultimately if you go way back '64-65 this kind of outcome isn't justified, and if this was to be the outcome, then the war wasn't justified.'"

The reactions of Professor Bernard Norling of the History Department were similar. He observed that the troop withdrawal was "Going well according to plan," and observed that it "was an attempt to gracefully disguise national humiliation to continue."

"It's a bit of killing...but it won't be fought so it won't be fought...mechanizing the war"...mecchanization, or..."

Niemeyer remarked that he was "bothered" by the fact that the announcement coincided with last week's step up in bombing missions and the release of the Cornell Report citing bombing as doing the most damage. He felt that the troop pullout was good, but that it was not enough because of the continuing bombing.

Fr. Toohey said he was "not terrified impressed" with the move, remarking, "The thing that really bothers me about this is that it seems a bit of a cover for what has been essentially a mechanization, or mechanizing the war so it won't be fought by American soldiers, so that maybe not so many of our guys will be getting killed...but there still will be approximately 300 or so people dying every day."

"He feels that 'the fact that there is a hell of a lot of killing going on is not terribly remedied by the fact that there is not so many American boys being killed.' He observed that the government had" "turned this into a beautiful pub button thing.""

Asked if he saw any alternative to the President's program, Fr. Toohey replied, "I would see an alternative in the immediate cessation of all bombing, and the immediate or as rapid as possible removal of American troops and the discontinuation of the incredibly hypotactical and really tragic support of a totally corrupt South Vietnam government."

Concerning Prof. Niemeyer's views that the reductions are handled with an eye to saving national honour, Fr. Toohey remarked that he would rather see an honest admission of our mistakes, and an attempt to do something about reducing the wounds instead of going into a high pressure campaign to change all the jargon."

"I shrank from the possibility of it being a damn whitewash of the whole thing..."
ND-SMC involvement sought

CNV plans drive for 72 elections

Plans are underway to involve the Notre Dame-Saint Mary's student body in what local coordinators of Emergency Conference for New Voters term "the most significant political challenge for college campuses since the strike." Pat Coyle and Joe Myers, who organized this year's local voter registration drive, and Ombudsman Paul Dziedzic announced plans to organize a delegation from South Bend to attend the December 4 and 5 conference in Chicago that is intended to "educate politically minded students on the ways to party politics and arm them with the techniques that can make it work their way."

Planners for the nationwide conference have arranged for housing at Loyola and Mundelein Universities. The conference intends to change no registration fee, Dziedzic said. According to the Ombudsman, the local organization is planning to use car caravans for transportation.

Stage set for Senate battle

Washington, Nov. 18—The Senate appropriations committee cut $5.3 billion from the defense budget today but refused to impose a Vietnam troop withdrawal policy upon the administration.

By a 14-18 vote, the committee rejected an amendment to the defense appropriations bill specifying that the President could not use defense funds only to withdraw troops from Vietnam. At the same time, the committee, by a 14-18 vote, adopted an amendment requiring the withdrawal of 60,000 American troops from western Europe by next June.

The two committee votes set the stage for renewed battles on the Vietnam and Atlantic alliance troop withdrawal amendments. But it was also apparent that the administration would have difficulty restoring any funds to the defense budget, which has been pared down by the Senate committee below administration wishes.

Delegates from South Bend will be able to participate in a variety of sessions aimed at introducing them to the Democratic candidates and techniques involved in the selection of delegates to the Democratic nominating convention.

According to the Myers, "the convention will concentrate on the democratic party because it offers the best chance for the sentiments of the young to be incorporated in partitions politics."

The convention is scheduled to open with a forum of major candidates for the democratic presidential nomination, including Muskie and McGovern. The conference has set up workshops and seminars for the weekend to deal with details of delegate selection procedures in each state, voter registration techniques, and delegate selection by primaries.

The conference, Dziedzic said, will also give attention to the organization of "a nation-wide youth caucus" that would work with Black and women caucuses and a "direct action" organization on lobbying efforts, court action and challenging state delegations to national conventions.

"Party leaders are going to have to realize they can't ignore our ideas any longer because we have been successful by the vote, but they must also come to understand that we don't intend to wait until November 2. Major battles must be fought before then," Dziedzic said.

Coyle, Myers and Dziedzic hope to provide anyone interested in the conference with transportation and accommodations. The three will attempt to establish a car shuttle service so that students would be able to attend a part of the conference if not the entire thing, Dziedzic said.

"This is not only an exciting possibility on the national scene but it is an exciting possibility on the national scene but it is an invaluable opportunity for Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students to investigate a facet of politics we won't get in the classroom, "according to Coyle.

The Strike is now two years removed but the problems of insensitive government are not. If we concede that the battle can not be won we have lost without trying. If we refuse to keep trying we have at least won the battle for political integrity," Coyle said.

The campus coordinator for a press release said they "welcome anyone who wishes to help in organizing the South Bend delegation."

But the organizers contended, "it is more important that anyone who has realized the significance of the 26th amendment decide if he has the time to make it work this December. The alternative is frustration at the conventions in August and at the polls in November."
China runs first nuclear test in over a year

Washington, Nov. 18—China set off its first nuclear bomb test in over a year today, the 12th dating back to the initial atomic blast on the mainland seven years ago, the Atomic Energy Commission announced here.

The A.E.C. estimated the yield of today's test at about 20,000 tons of TNT, the same as the first Chinese test blast in 1964. As with the original and eight subsequent blasts, the test was held at the nuclear proving ground at Lop Nor in Northwestern China.

A.E.C officials deferred comment on the purpose of the test pending an examination of the reports of their world-wide monitoring network. Today's detonation which occurred in the atmosphere at 1 a.m. EST was substantially smaller than the last Chinese test on October 14, 1970, which was the equivalent of 3 million tons of TNT.

The blast occurred only three days after China was seated at the United Nations. Observers of mainland China had been speculating for much of this year that the Chinese were intentionally deferring testing until the question of its admission to the U.N. was settled.

Federal armaments specialists have stated privately for several years that China has been rigorously pushing a program to develop nuclear weapons that could be carried by planes, and more importantly missiles.

The apparent aim, according to these officials, is that Peking believes the weapons are necessary as a deterrent to possible military moves by Moscow along the Sino-Soviet border where there has been tension since the late 1960's.

Dr. John S. Foster Jr., Director of Research and Engineering at the defense department, said in an address here last month that the Chinese would soon be developing an intercontinental ballistic missile.

The Chinese are known to have perfected and deployed medium range ballistic missiles, one of which is believed to have been fired five years ago as a test of its nuclear warhead. The yield of that test was about equal to that of today's, and also was similar to that of the first atomic bomb that the United States dropped on Hiroshima.

China also is believed to be developing an intermediate range ballistic missile having a range of about 1,000 miles. It is possible that today's detonation was a test of a warhead for either the short of medium range weapons, or perhaps even that of an aircraft weapons system.

One of the Chinese tests has been conducted at the missile range at Shuain-Ch'ing-Tsin in North central China, and all but two have been held in the atmosphere. Neither China nor Peking has signed the limited test ban agreement which prohibits tests other than those for testing purposes.

At least three of the Chinese tests, which had yield of about 3 megatons, are believed to have been hydrogen bombs. The apparent long-range aim of Chinese defense planners is the development and deployment of intercontinental ballistic missiles with hydrogen warheads in the megaton range which would give China parity in arms development with the Soviet Union and the U.S.

Kent State petition sent to justice dept

Washington, Nov. 17—A petition to the President from 10,380 Kent State University students, calling for a federal grand jury investigation of the shooting of four students by national guardsmen in May, 1970, has been referred for consideration to the department of justice, the White House said today.

The petition, delivered to the White House three weeks ago, is in effect asked for a reversal of a decision not to call a federal grand jury. This decision was announced last August by attorney general John N. Mitchell.

A White House spokesman said today the petition had been brought to the President's attention and that there would be a response to it. He left unclear whether it would come from the White House or the Justice Department.

At the department, a spokesman said that the petition has been taken under advisement. Another knowledgeable official said, "It is indeed a rare occasion to see Fr. Hesburgh actually emerge from his golden tower."

Mitchell's decision in August. "In view of the exhaustive investigation and analysis done last August," Mr. Mitchell said, "it would appear doubtful that the decision would be changed, absent some extraordinary new facts." The latter referred to allegations that some guardsmen jointly agreed to tell false accounts of the shooting to investigators.

The petition was carried to the White House three weeks ago by Dr. Glenn A. OIds, the new Kent State president, and a former adviser to Nixon, and two student organizers of the petition.
Southern industries ordered to cut pollution

Federal judge ordered 23 area industries in the area to halt pollution climb to about twice of the clean air act of 1970. It was that the efforts were "adequate" that the firms were only willing to make minor "housekeeping" cutsouts without interfering significantly with production.

Asked at a news conference if he believed that U.S. Steel had acted in the public interest during the circus, hardly responded: "I would say certainly."

U.S. Steel spokesman challenged the allegation and claimed that the operation of the company's open hearth furnaces and installations were scheduled to spread emissions throughout the day instead of in concentrated releases. In addition, he said, requests were turned off, open fires banned, and the use of gas was substituted for coal and for boilers.

"We are certainly concerned with public health and we are doing our part to eliminate this problem," he declared.

It appeared during the day that little state or federal legal protection existed to supervise strict compliance with the court order.

The state of Alabama this year had passed an air pollution law that got high marks from national experts. But Gov. George C. Wallace took no action to appoint a State Commission that would enforce its provisions.

ND representatives at Death Toll project

by D. Patrick Rock

Administrative assistant, St. Patrick's, Notre Dame seniors Kevin Henelly, Tony Oppegard and a member of the Memorial Library staff, Charles Denny, today represent the Notre Dame Saint Mary's community at the continuing Daily Death Toll project.

Regan November 8, in our nation's capital, the Daily Death Toll, is employing non-violent civil disobedience in order to emphasize the continual American policy of death in Indochina.

For ten days now, approximately 500 persons from different countries have been fasting in front of the White House. At a predetermined time, the vigilants lie down at the entrance, symbolizing the number of persons being killed daily in the war.

The protesters are calling for President Nixon to set a definite date for the withdrawal of all American troops.

"In Washington," said Oppegard, "visitors to Congressman and Senators are taking place in order to explain that people are still needlessly dying in the war."

The project supplemented various local activities—vigils in our nation's capital, Daily Death Toll project, which "hope to be catalysed by the national involvement," said Oppegard.

Although public opposition to the war is larger than it has ever been before, this opposition has not been vociferous or intense as the late," continued Oppegard. "I think many Americans are assuming a 'wait and see' attitude concerning the war, hoping that the United States People's Republic of China summit meeting (the 1972 Presidential election will bring the end to the war."

The protesters, according to Oppegard, feel there are no speculations about the future—"which can justify allowing the war to go on one day longer." The Protestors plan to lay the deaths "at the President's doorstep" to dramatize their beliefs.

Foreign show

The International Program, a regular feature of Warsaw FM, will feature this Sunday afternoon from 3:30 to 5:30 a discussion between returned American students from the Foreign Studies Program and natives from the countries.

Countries to be discussed are Mexico, France, Austria, and Italy. The students will point out the advantages and disadvantages of the Foreign Studies Program. Producer James O'Sullivan, from London, England hopes to explore the practical and academic implications of the program.
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until last Monday as public alarm grew over the smog-filled air suspended over this industrial city.

The commission has yet to meet and appoint a director, or even the law, for all practical purposes, has had no impact.

The judge issued the restraining order after midnight, and U.S. marshals notified the industries of its specifications as workers reported at plants for the morning shift. By that time, westerly breezes were already breaking up the stagnant air mass and the sun was cutting through the reddish-brown band of haze that has hung over the city for the past week.

Among the other firms cited as defendants in the order were: U.S. Pipe and Foundry Co., Republic Steel Corp., Clay Corp., and American Cast Iron and Pipe Co.
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The Fight Isn't Over Yet

There is an all school convocation at St. Mary's today—an all school convocation in which the students will be able to say what future action should be taken on the hall parietals proposal in particular and how much they say they should have in determining their own lives in general.

Sister Alma’s arbitrary veto of the Hall Parietals proposal in this week’s Student Affairs Council meeting has sparked the action. Sister Alma really didn’t have any good reasons for striking the measure down—she mumbled something about parental opposition and about the bill not having a chance of passing the board of Trustees—but the real reason “in loco parentis” and will only abandon it gradually under pressure.

That's one and possibly the only thing that the convocation can produce—pressure. It can give the SMC Student Government the backing it needs to go to the administration and push for a change in policy.

The convocation won’t produce much of anything though if only a fraction of the students show up. A couple of hundred people protesting Sr. Alma's veto isn't going to move her or anyone else in the administration to take the students seriously.

When the ad hoc committee of the SLC brought forth its grotesque report on sanctions over 600 hundred students mobbed the SLC meeting. Those same six hundred saw the SLC respond to the pressure and put the report back into another committee—that committee brought out a report favorable to the students view.

If six hundred St. Mary’s students show up at the convocation tomorrow and move for Kathy Barlow to resubmit the proposal to the Student Affairs Council and then those same six hundred students attend the Council meeting that considers the proposal the result will be different.

We think that Sr. Alma—no matter how strongly she is against the bill—will find it very hard to veto it if she has six hundred students glaring at her.

The Trustees might veto the bill anyway. They meet behind closed doors Thursday, Friday and then Monday. Go to the Convocation, vote for the proposal to be resubmitted and then go to the SAC meeting—you really can't afford not to.

Bloody Hands

The crowd was howling and jeering. A couple of rocks and lots of obscenities were tossed at the troopers. They were nervous and fatigued. The students seemed to be closing in and there was no help in sight dead at Kent State.

The slugs killed a 30 year old man and a high school student. No one has ever been indicted, much less brought to trial, for these six murders. Local grand juries couldn't find enough evidence to return charges against any of the officers involved.

Kent State students have presented a petition to President Nixon calling for a federal grand jury investigation of the four murders. Thus far Nixon has ignored similar requests. The President can easily order the impaneling of grand juries in both cases.

Unless it is done, the blood of the six victims that is now staining the hands of their murderers will spread to the President's.
fr. robert griffin

They were gathered in a basement room that had survived the fire-bombing of the city. Outside, Jerusalem, home of the prophets, had been reduced to the site of a death camp. It was impossible, amidst the destruction, to say where the holy place were, but in a spot he had imagined the Wall to have been, an ancient Jew, perhaps the last of the rabbis, groaned as a Jeremias of the latter times: “Oh, how lonely she sits, the city now thronged with people, as if suddenly widened. She passes her night weeping, the tears run down her cheeks. Not one of her lovers remains to comfort her...”

In the basement room, thirteen men sat gathered around a table, assembled as the Everhurt. Twelve of them had come from distant cities as ruined as the Jerusalem of the rabbi’s lament-places like, Johannesburg, New Delhi, Canberra, Kiev, New York in search of the one man who now served as their leader. He was a member of the sect known as Christian, he had been a Christian bishop in the times before the war began. The bishop had been a prestigious office in the years before the first great bomb fell on New York City.

A bishop ruled over his people with authority and pomp; and on the solemn feast days, he led them in the celebration of the Liturgy in cathedrals more magnificent than the palaces of the Byzantine kings. Unfortunately, under the pages of worship, each of the bishops grew a crown. The Church had compromised too much with the spirit of Anti-Christ; governments unredressed in their neglect of the poor, arms races between nations ineffectively opposed. The Church itself was too much absorbed by its traditional prerogatives to take upon its conscience the vocation of witnessing to a Gospel of love. Even in the face of oppression, priests in sackcloth and ashes, intoned upon martyrdom out of concern for God’s honour and Christian people.

In a world where the shepherds of love fail, faith sickens and dies... wars come... and now the Kingdom of God on earth had dwindled from Gothic cathedrals and the choruses of Palentinas to this basement room, where twelve men gathered about the priest they had tracked down... the last priest known to be alive on the face of the earth.

The Last Supper of the Church began with Scriptures recited from memory, in the absence of a Bible. One of the professed to have the gift of prophecy, intoned in sackcloth and ashes, intoned upon martyrdom out of concern for God’s honour and Christian people.

The General Count Dracula’s irritation with Washington had evidently reached the point of no return. The American ambassador himself had threatened to leave the capital of the United States if the Secretary of State did not come fishing for a dinner invitation. The Secretary of State was in the process of addressing a note to Count Dracula in which he promised that he would return Terror del Luna to democratic rule as soon as he was promoted to Lieutenant-Colonel.

It was time for anti-communism, clearer noises prevailed, and the population declared in Terror del Luna the omnipotence of the King. Luckily for anti-communism, clearer noises prevailed, and the population declared in Terror del Luna the omnipotence of the King. The hour of the final Eucharist was now at hand. The leader said to the Twelve: “I have longed to eat this pasover with you before I suffer: because I tell you, I shall not eat it again until it is fulfilled in the Kingdom.” Then he took some bread, and when he had given thanks, broke it and gave it to them, saying, “This is my body which will be given for you: do this as a memorial of me.” He did the same with the cup after supper, and said, “This cup is the new covenant in my blood which will be poured out for you.”

When the supper was ended, the thirteenth man sat silent. It was time for them to separate in the night where death would overtake them. They knew this was the final time that the Church— as assembled now was a faithful remnant—would ever gather as the people of God for the breaking of the bread. They could feel Jesus there with them for this final Eucharist, and not only as a presence with the bread and wine. His love flowed around them, and His closeness touched them in an experience like smelling the sweetness of a rose before one has spotted its beauty in a vase on the table. For a moment, they waited expectantly, as though the Pentecostal fire were about to break over their heads, and they would begin the dances of grace to celebrate the Church, born again, in the night shadow of a holiday of love.

But outside, on the clouds, a figure appeared bearing the likeness of the Son of Man. The hour of judgment was like the time of Eucharist when the symbols of Christ’s life in bread and wine have fed the people into the reality of Jesus Christ, hidden no longer, but alive in the glory of the only-begotten Son of God.
Byrnes: Trend towards anti-Americanism

Byrnes prefaces his remarks with the comment that "prediction is hazardous and even foolish," but added there is "considerable evidence from developments in recent years that—changes even more significant—that those which occurred in the 1960's and in the 1970's are likely to occur in the 1980's.

Pre-Law Newsletter

The Pre-Law Society has resumed publication of its monthly newsletter. Intended to provide general information for the law oriented student, the newsletter was published twice this year.

In the first semester, the letter concentrates its information to the students planning to attend law school. Employment outlooks, law board dates, and information about the law school application process is discussed.

More general news about law is covered in the second semester. This information is aimed primarily at underclassmen.

Funding for the newsletter is provided by the Pre-Law Society membership fee. The organization asks visitors to be active members
doing the newsletter.

The organization also uses the newsletter to inform the organization of the University's legal departments.

Pre-registration

Pre-registration for the spring semester will start December 2, but the course schedules are not expected to be available until December 1.

In an attempt to alleviate this problem, Student Government Academic Commissioner Fred Guiffreda and Associate Dean Devere Fluharty of the College of Arts and Letters have arranged to have the individual departmental schedules posted outside the department offices, mostly on the third floor of O'Shaughnessy Hall.

Despite the expected late arrival of the books, there is no defeatist feeling about the College of Science or Engineering to post their schedules.

The College of Business Administration will be leaving the choice of posting schedules to the separate departments.

Charity Basketball

Monday night November 22, the varsity basketball team of the University of Notre Dame will take on their freshman counterparts in a charity game that will benefit the needy of South Bend. Admission to the game will be $1.00, and the proceeds will go to the American Cancer Society.

Pre-Law Society will also conduct a collection to help the needy families of South Bend through the United Way.

The Pre-Law Society hopes to raise $10,000 for the United Way of South Bend.

Collection to help development fund

A collection will be taken up this Sunday to aid the Campaign for Human Development, a national crusade established by the Bishops of the United States in 1970.

Prof. William Tooley, Director of the Office of Notre Dame, encouraged contributions to be taken up at 1:30 and 2:30 on Tuesday afternoon.

Pre-Law Society hopes to raise $10,000 for the United Way.

Attention K of C Members

All First Degree members be at the council this Sunday at 1:00 pm for Second and Third Degree coat and tie Required. No Fee.
ND players have mixed emotions about bowl vote

by Vic Dorr

When the members of the Fighting Irish football team voted Wednesday night to forego any post-season bowl activity, they knew that their decision would have far-reaching effects. And the "no bowl" stand has done just that. But it is not shocking, the players' decision was surprising, and it left Irish football fans everywhere in something of a turmoil. On campus, this turmoil seems to be hinting around two main questions: "why?" and "what effect will this have on the team?"

Neither question is an easy one to answer; and the players who tried often had to qualify themselves one way or another. The decision to stay home on New Year's Day was apparently a decisive one, but it was by no means unanimous. In fact, linebacker Eric Patton pointed out, many of the players had mixed emotions about the entire issue.

"As far as the game itself is concerned," said Patton, "well, I voted to go. But there were good reasons to go, and there were good reasons to stay, and I think most everyone had mixed feelings about it. I think some of the main objections were that we hadn't been invited to a major bowl, and that anything less than a major bowl just wasn't worth the academic sacrifice. "Personally, I feel that anything other than an undefeated, highly-ranked team, is a major bowl game. But what I wanted most of all was a chance to play one more football game for Notre Dame." Defensive co-captain Walt Patulski, while echoing many of the same sentiments, wasn't quite as definitive as his swing linebacker.

"As co-captain," said Patulski, "I recognize as an underdog, the interests of the team, and I didn't want to influence the vote in any way. I'm going to go along with the vote, and if the team voted not to go to any bowl, then it's best that we don't go. There were a lot of reasons, but I think the big one was final exams, and how much study time we'd lose because of practice. And of course we weren't sure just who we would play, or what we would think of the game."

But defensive back Clarence Ellis probably echoed most of the ballplayers' feelings on the subject when he said: "It's over with. A lot of us voted 'yes' and a lot of us voted 'no'. It's all out in the open now, and as far as I'm concerned it's over with. We turned down the bowls, and a lot of people will try to blow this up and make a big thing out of it. But it's not a big thing at all."

While the ND players may have taken sides briefly during the actual voting, they were all agreed on another issue—that of the very poor timing by the bowl selection committees.

"This is really a bad time to start selecting bowl teams," said senior running back Ed Gulyas. "There are still a couple of weeks left in the season, and the committees should wait till then to make their choices. That way, they would be sure of getting teams with the best possible records. The way it's going now, at least two of the top five unbeaten teams are going to lose by the end of the year, so it's possible that one of them might rise twice. So there's no sense in making the selections until the teams are through with their schedules."

Eric Patton agreed with him. "This is a poor time to be making bowl & packs," he said. "All of this bowl talk interrupts preparation for regular games, especially when a spur of the moment decision has to be made. The NCAA ought to do something about it."

Only Ara Parseghian, the Irish head coach, could defend the selectors, and even he was not emphatic. "This has been an unusual year," Ara said. "When it comes time to make the bowl decision, the sponsors are faced with five undefeated teams contending for five invitations for Jan. 1 bowls. And no one can blame them for taking the defeated teams."

The other question surrounding ND's "no go" decision is how it will affect Saturday's showdown with LSU.

"It's already affected us," said Patulski, "because we've been talking about the two days now. But this is our last game, and I know all the seniors want to go out in a blaze...we want to win. "I don't know," said Ellis. "I really don't think it'll affect us that much. It may help us more than anything. The LSU game will be the last one for all of the seniors now, and we'll be trying to put on a real show down there."

This bowl refusal is Notre Dame's first in three years, and there will always be some questions about it. But there can be no question about motives, at least as far as the senior players are concerned. "There were no selfish motives involved here," said Eric Patton. "A lot of people have been saying that the seniors didn't want to go because they could go to senior bowls and come out with financial benefits from them. But this just isn't so. We had no selfish motives," he repeated.
Icers take on some Tigers, too

by Jim Donaldson
Sports Editor

Notre Dame's 1970-71 hockey team will have their second "coming out" this weekend. The Irish icer's made their season and WCHA debut a week ago, splitting a pair of games with the Sioux. Notre Dame's first home appearance is tonight, against another WCHA foe, the Tigers of Colorado College, in the opener of a two-game series.

Fascinut night tonight is set for 7:45 pm. The two clubs will meet again tomorrow afternoon at 2 pm.

Colorado is a young club which is trying to overcome the loss of several regulars from last year's 11-16-1 club, including two-time All-American center and leading scorer, Bob Collyard.

"When you lose seven regulars, including a player like Collyard, you face a very difficult problem of making replacements," Tiger head coach Jeff Sauer says. "Our replacements, in most cases, are very young and inexperienced in WCHA competition."

Sitting up his youthful club, Sauer remarks, "Our lines are possibly better balanced this year. We won't rely so much on individual players; this will be a 'player' style. With freshman strength in the goal and on defense, we have a defensive game, and experienced forwards will improve the scoring attack."

Players like Jerry O'Connor, Bill Baldrich, Mike Bertch, Guy

Left winger Eddie Bumbacco scored four goals last weekend as the Irish icer's split with North Dakota. He'll be running for a similar production this Friday night and Saturday afternoon against another WCHA foe, Colorado College.

Hildebrand and Doug Palazzari provide the experience in the front line that coach Sauer talked about.

O'Connor, a senior center and co-captain of the Tigers, was a runner-up to Collyard in scoring last year, picking up 34 points on 13 goals and 21 assists.

Baldrich, Bertch, Hildebrand and Palazzari, all wings, each scored more than 20 points last season. Baldrich was the top goal-getter, banging in 16.

"We don't have a lot of size but we do have skating and scoring ability in our balanced lines," Sauer says.

On defense, Colorado has only one player with much league experience, All-American candidate Bob Winograd, who recorded 13 goals and 14 assists last season. Coach Sauer looks to Winograd to steady a young defensive crew.

Considering the inexperience of the Tigers' defensemen, Colorado goalie Doug Schum may be in for a busy night against the hard-shooting, high-scoring Irish.

Led by the potent line of John Campbell at center, Eddie Bumbacco, left wing, and Ian Williams, right wing, the Irish scored ten goals last weekend against North Dakota.

Bumbacco accounted for four of the Notre Dame markers, two each night. Williams tallied three, and Campbell added one. John Noble, who will sit out this weekend's games with a badly bruised ankle, and Bill Green scored the other Irish goals against the Sioux.

Notre Dame coach Lefly Smith remarked after the North Dakota series, "We found out that our defensemen can handle the puck and we're also a team that's going to score a lot of goals. Now we also realize that just because you win one night in the WCHA, it doesn't mean you're going to win the next.

In an attempt to come up with a more balanced scoring attack this weekend, coach Smith has made a couple of line changes. Paul Regan is back at center for the Colorado series, between Darien and Mark Steinborn and freshman Tom Lindsey, substituting for Noble, will center for Larry Israelson and Jim Cordes.

WCHA standings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Pts.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MINNEAPOLIS-DOUTH</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTRE DAME</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTH DAKOTA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLORADO</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENVOR</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICHIGAN</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICHIGAN STATE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICHIGAN TECH</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISCONSIN</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINNESOTA</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each WCHA team will play every other club in the league this year but they will meet some teams four times and others only twice. There will be eight points available in each series, a total of 72 in a season. When one club meets another only one, the "swing" game, each game is worth four points. When teams meet four times, each game is worth just two points.

Defensively, the Irish will go with the combinations of Green and Rick Schaeffer and Bill Nyren and Steve Curry. Len Larson will be a fifth, or "swing" defender this weekend, and D'Arcy Keating, now skating at forward, will be on the ice against the Irish in power play situations. Keating, a freshman, possesses a devastating slap shot from the point.

Senior Dick Tomassoni, who made 58 saves but yielded 10 goals in the North Dakota series, will start in goal for the Irish tonight. Smith has decided to try either sophomore Mark Kronholm or junior Chris Cathcart in the nets in Saturday's game.

Notre Dame and Colorado will play four times this season so each of the games this weekend is worth two points in the WCHA standings.

The Irish hold a 4-2-0 bulge over the Tigers in the overall series. The clubs split a two-game set in Colorado last season.

Captain and center Jerry O'Connor is one of the standouts of the Colorado College Icers. The Tigers commence their WCHA schedule against the Irish tonight in the ACC.

10' Beer - 10" Beer - 10' Beer - 10' Beer - 10' Beer

SMC girls may buy season hockey tix

St. Mary's girls interested in purchasing season tickets for the 1971-72 season may do so this afternoon at the ACC ticket office.

Today is the last day that season tickets will be available. They cost $12 and will enable the bearer to see 12 Irish home games.

Weekend Specials

Fri: VODKA NIGHT
-Buy one vodka Drink & get second 1/2 price.

Sat: 10' Beer during game TV at Bar
10' Beer - 10' Beer - 10' Beer - 10' Beer
It's a matter of PROOF!

by Jim Donaldson
Sports Editor

It was on the second week in September that the head coach at Louisiana State University, Charlie McClendon, announced:

"I know we're playing 11 games this season, our players know we're playing 11 games, but our fans think we're playing only one game."

McClendon was speaking of the week Michigan played the Tigers and the week Missouri played the Tigers. Missouri's game was televised, so McClendon's Tigers play THE game of their 1971 season. Saturday night's nationally televised LSU - Notre Dame game shapes up as the biggest non-conference game in Louisiana since the British invaded New Orleans. And the home fans expect to win again, just as they did in 1974, against a stronger, more highly rated opponent.

Notre Dame played the Tigers for the first time last season and edged LSU, 3-0, in what had to be one of the greatest games played in Notre Dame Stadium. It was a brutal, hard-hitting, well played defensive battle. The only points either team could muster came from the toe of Notre Dame's Scott Hempel, who booted a fourth quarter field goal from 24 yards out, just 2:24 before the game ended.

The Tiger fans in the crowd claimed afterwards that Notre Dame's victory was not due to the kicking proficiency of Hempel, but rather to LSU's inefficiency and ineptitude of the officiating. LSU was held back and long on a pass interference call against the Tigers that enabled Notre Dame to sustain the drive to that led to Hempel's place kick.

The defeat was a bitter one for the Bayou Cats and their avid supporters to accept. Last year's game was considered to be "the biggest game in LSU history." The Tigers wanted to prove that they were again one of the great teams in football and McClendon assembled a football team as the legendary Irish, particularly in view of the fact that the Cotton Bowl had chosen Notre Dame to play in their January 1st, N.D.'s 8-1 record, in lieu of the LSU eleven, which had posted a 9-0 record. The Tigers felt that to be an unforbearable slight. Throw in some North-South rivalry, an anti-Catholic feeling and a distaste for private schools and you have the main reasons why the Tigers were so "psyched" for the game.

Now LSU has had a year to prepare and it is much more prepared for this one. LSU is determined to gain revenge against the Tigers in Tiger Stadium, also known as "The Pit." Despite their 6-3 record, the Tigers figure to give the Irish, 8-1 on the year, a fight for their lives. LSU has lost to Colorado, Mississippi and Alabama this season but they have "no defense of offense," a quick, tough defense and one of the nation's finest football players in Tommy Casanova.

"Like a year ago, they have an exceptional quarterback and their offense is more explosive than last year," Irish coach Ara Parseghian says of the Bengal. "They are capable of presenting problems to anyone both offensively and defensively, they control the line of scrimmage and there is always a host of defenders on the ball." The LSU quarterback is 6-1, 215 pounds.

Irish scout John Murphy adds: "LSU has two very capable quarterbacks, good receivers and hard running backs."

Bert Jones and Paul Lyons have shared the signal calling duties for the Tigers this fall but Lyons has more impressive statistics than Jones. A junior, Lyons has gained 527 yards rushing, has completed 107 passes for 1,263 yards and 9 touchdowns, and is second in the SEC in both categories with 38 points (16 TD's, 2 conversion runs). Running back Art Cantele and wide receiver Andy Hamilton are a top notch offensive performers for LSU. Cantele, a speedy, 197 pound tailback, leads Tommy Casanova has fully recovered from an early season hamstring pull and is ready to go full steam against the Irish. Casanova has played solely on defense this season but is also an offensive threat.

The Tigers in running with 562 yards while Hamilton's 32 receptions make him LSU's number one pass catcher.

The Tigers are ranked among the top 20 nationally in total offense with an average of 303.2 yards per game.

LSU's defensive unit is anchored by All-American tackle Ron Estay and cornerback Casanova, Sports Illustrated's pre-season pick for Player of the Year honors. Casanova has been bothered much of the year with a pulled hamstring but is reported to be in perfect shape for tomorrow night's game.

Notre Dame is not so well off physically. A number of their first string ballplayers will either be sitting out the game or operating at less than maximum efficiency.

All-American end Walt Fatastiki will return to the starting lineup against the Tigers.

By Jim Donaldson
The Irish Eye

The Irish Eye
Football picks

This Saturday in college football is akin to the lull before the storm. Great games are on the horizon as the Oklahoma-Texas tangles are for the national title on Thanksgiving Day and the Auburn-Alabama game, matching another pair of unbeaten teams, a week from tomorrow. But footie buffs shouldn't overlook some of the lesser games slated for this weekend which promise to provide plenty of excitement.

The attention of Notre Dame supporters centers on Baton Rouge, La., tomorrow night as the Fighting Irish wind up their season against the Tigers of Louisiana State in what is traditionally known as The Game. Notre Dame fans can feel confident that their team will not be pushed around in this annual match-up and can look forward to a battle of equals between two of the nation's finest football teams.

Duke plays North Carolina in a key Atlantic Coast Conference battle in what seems to upset Michigan in Ann Arbor this year. The Irish Eye sees this week's games:

Penn State over Pittsburg - The Nittany Lions are in a class by themselves in the East.

Southern Cal over UCLA - The Trojans have played the second half of their schedule the way they should have played from the start. Colorado over the Air Force Academy - The Buffaloes have lost only in Nebraska and Arizona.

Houston over Miami of Florida - Houston's scoreboard operator will be busy, as usual. Deep walking of the Cougars point total.

Duke over North Carolina - The Blue Devils will spoil North Carolina's bid for an unbeatable ACC record.

Michigan over Ohio State - The Wolverines were almost tripped up last Saturday. They'll be wide awake for the Buckeyes.

West Virginia over Srasee - This year has been a complete disappointment for the Orange men.

Purdue over Indiana - This is one game the Boilermakers won't have to worry about losing in the few final minutes.

Harvard over Yale - The only way to pick this one is to flip a coin to win the seventh-ranked Yale.

Last week: 12 of 15. 880. Season Pct. 113 of 159. 723

Stan Unzanksi's Interhall Playbook Pick: Murrey over Dillon - The Marauders are the best in QB Kirk Miller. Dillon's bigger, slightly better defensively and the defending champ but they're not good enough to stop Murrey's triple option.

Inexperienced Boiler for NU game shapes up as the biggest non-conference game in Louisiana since the British invaded New Orleans. And the home fans expect to win again, just as they did in 1974, against a stronger, more highly rated opponent.

Notre Dame played the Tigers for the first time last season and edged LSU, 3-0, in what had to be one of the greatest games played in Notre Dame Stadium. It was a brutal, hard-hitting, well played defensive battle. The only points either team could muster came from the toe of Notre Dame's Scott Hempel, who booted a fourth quarter field goal from 24 yards out, just 2:24 before the game ended.

The Tiger fans in the crowd claimed afterwards that Notre Dame's victory was not due to the kicking proficiency of Hempel, but rather to LSU's inefficiency and ineptitude of the officiating. LSU was held back and long on a pass interference call against the Tigers that enabled Notre Dame to sustain the drive to that led to Hempel's place kick.

The defeat was a bitter one for the Bayou Cats and their avid supporters to accept. Last year's game was considered to be "the biggest game in LSU history." The Tigers wanted to prove that they were again one of the great teams in football and McClendon assembled a football team as the legendary Irish, particularly in view of the fact that the Cotton Bowl had chosen Notre Dame to play in their January 1st, N.D.'s 8-1 record, in lieu of the LSU eleven, which had posted a 9-0 record. The Tigers felt that to be an unforbearable slight. Throw in some North-South rivalry, an anti-Catholic feeling and a distaste for private schools and you have the main reasons why the Tigers were so "psyched" for the game.

Now LSU has had a year to prepare and it is much more prepared for this one. LSU is determined to gain revenge against the Tigers in Tiger Stadium, also known as "The Pit." Despite their 6-3 record, the Tigers figure to give the Irish, 8-1 on the year, a fight for their lives. LSU has lost to Colorado, Mississippi and Alabama this season but they have "no defense of offense," a quick, tough defense and one of the nation's finest football players in Tommy Casanova.

"Like a year ago, they have an exceptional quarterback and their offense is more explosive than last year," Irish coach Ara Parseghian says of the Bengal. "They are capable of presenting problems to anyone both offensively and defensively, they control the line of scrimmage and there is always a host of defenders on the ball." The LSU quarterback is 6-1, 215 pounds.

Irish scout John Murphy adds: "LSU has two very capable quarterbacks, good receivers and hard running backs."

Bert Jones and Paul Lyons have shared the signal calling duties for the Tigers this fall but Lyons has more impressive statistics than Jones. A junior, Lyons has gained 527 yards rushing, has completed 107 passes for 1,263 yards and 9 touchdowns, and is second in the SEC in both categories with 38 points (16 TD's, 2 conversion runs). Running back Art Cantele and wide receiver Andy Hamilton are a top notch offensive performers for LSU. Cantele, a speedy, 197 pound tailback, leads the LSU passing record, has caught 152 passes for 2,251 yards and 20 touchdowns.

Notre Dame fans can feel confident that their team will not be pushed around in this annual match-up and can look forward to a battle of equals between two of the nation's finest football teams.

The Tigers in running with 562 yards while Hamilton's 32 receptions make him LSU's number one pass catcher.

The Tigers are ranked among the top 20 nationally in total offense with an average of 303.2 yards per game.

LSU's defensive unit is anchored by All-American tackle Ron Estay and cornerback Casanova, Sports Illustrated's pre-season pick for Player of the Year honors. Casanova has been bothered much of the year with a pulled hamstring but is reported to be in perfect shape for tomorrow night's game.

Notre Dame is not so well off physically. A number of their first string ballplayers will either be sitting out the game or operating at less than maximum efficiency.

All-American end Walt Fatastiki will return to the starting lineup against the Tigers.

Tommy Casanova has fully recovered from an early season hamstring pull and is ready to go full steam against the Irish. Casanova has played solely on defense this season but is also an offensive threat.

The Tigers in running with 562 yards while Hamilton's 32 receptions make him LSU's number one pass catcher.

The Tigers are ranked among the top 20 nationally in total offense with an average of 303.2 yards per game.

LSU's defensive unit is anchored by All-American tackle Ron Estay and cornerback Casanova, Sports Illustrated's pre-season pick for Player of the Year honors. Casanova has been bothered much of the year with a pulled hamstring but is reported to be in perfect shape for tomorrow night's game.

Notre Dame is not so well off physically. A number of their first string ballplayers will either be sitting out the game or operating at less than maximum efficiency.

All-American end Walt Fatastiki will return to the starting lineup against the Tigers.

Notre Dame All-American Tom Gateway honored

Gateway honored

Notre Dame All-American Tom Gateway is among 12 college players to be honored by the National Football Foundation for distinguished achievements in the gridiron and in the classroom. Gateway, the senior captain from Baltimore, joins former Irish-Americans Jim Lynch (1960), George Kunt (1961), Mike Oriardi (1969) and Larry Dinardo (1970) as recent winners of the post-graduate fellowship.

Gateway, the holder of every ND passing record, has caught 152 passes for 2,251 yards and 20 touchdowns.
Mock convention set for next April

delegates, campaign managers, committees, and organizers will swear the ND campus this April as part of the mock Democratic National Convention sponsored by the Student Observer.

Chairman of the campaign, student advisor and former Student Publications Editor, Bob Drescher, the convention convenes in the Student Union's Ballroom Center on April 24th and ends on the 27th (Monday through Thursday).

The reason for choosing the Democratic, convention sponsored by the Student Observer is "the obviously more interesting and wide-open race."

The Republican convention held at ND in 1968 nominated Senator Mark Hatfield and generated nationwide interest in the event. Created by government professor and faculty advisor Paul Barshon, the convention was planned as an "exact replica of the regular summer convention." Andrus added: "The student Damon will not attend.

As chairman of the official Democratic National Committee this year, the convention will be on the campus to advise students on all phases and rules of the convention. All delegates and other officials will be students. If enough people get interested, alternate dates might be arranged, providing the opportunity to participate one evening instead of the entire two days.

Funds okayed for Soviet factory

"C" Daily New York Times

Washington, Jan 18 - The Commerce Department today approved the licensing of a further half billion dollars worth of heavy equipment for possible sale by United States companies to the Soviet Union for construction of a mammouth meat factory.

"The move makes a total of one billion dollars in licenses granted in recent months for machinery and other goods for the truck factory to be located at the Kama River, some 200 miles east of Moscow."

Granting of a license, however, is not tantamount to a sale and Commerce department officials said there was no way of knowing how many of the licenses actually be translated into transactions.

Soviet authorities, anxious to begin production of the truck factory, which will turn out 150,000 heavy trucks and 250,000 diesel engines yearly, have approached many western firms here, in the western Europe and Japan.

"The immediate effect of today's licensing action, enabling United States business to compete with foreign suppliers for the Soviet Market, the commerce department said.

"***********

are you on the bus?

ND SKI CLUB "THINK SNOW"

Party Friday, Nov. 19 at 8:00 P.M. at "Campos Lodge" - 212 High St. Continuous ski flicks, votes, hot coco, hayrack, wine! $5.00 member, $10.00 non-member.

Join on x-mas Colorado trip - Bus leaves from circle on half hour. 7:30.

W-C fields in Never Give A Sucker An Even Break

Fri Sat Sun

BADIN VINTAGE CINEMA

CLASSIFIED ADS

NOTICES

Students: Check out our pro

week

wage breakbrokers. For $5.50

weeks prior to the actual con

for all shows except "turn on all because most have Guaranteed.

Kinovisor, $1.18, 1975 North. West. 9.00.

Christmas hats up to $50. Pay

week before proceedings and the

Andrus stated that "the

in town."

bus will leave from circle, food, gift, open bar all week.

since the ND convention will be

the last week preceding the

indiana primaries, presidential hopefuls will be in the

area, and several of them might possibly be available for

appearances at ND. The

campaign organizers have invited some prominent politicians to speak here during the campaign.

Andrus said he doesn't believe that the present system is perfect, but we hope to get students to work within the system, optimize the dominances and nominate a worthy and representative candidate, whether he be liberal or con

servative in beliefs.

BEG FOR MONEY?

"NEED MONEY?"

Money Tree Fund

Department of La Fortune

112-12-13.

Young women expecting child will

charge $5 for baby body and

$1.00 every hour after

charge. Call Lion Butler at 234 390.

Bus leaves from circle on half hour. 7:30.

Labrador for Thanksgiving. Call 3250.

WANTED
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